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1 Inferring Design Rules from Frequently Co-Occurring Code Frag-
ments

Many techniques detect frequent patterns in code, particularly code clones. Following prior surveys [19, 20],
we categorize techniques into those using text, data mining, graph mining, metrics, and machine learning.

Text-based Techniques

Using the source code text is one of the simplest approaches to detecting frequent patterns. In naive
approaches, two pieces of code are compared, and in the case of an exact match, a pattern is detected.
Later techniques improved on this by incorporating lexical approaches which first parse code into tokens.
For example, CCFinder [13] parses code into statements, calculates the longest common substrings, and
identifies frequent patterns based on set criteria, such as a number of shared tokens.

Data Mining Techniques

Data mining techniques may be used to process source code into data tables and extract information. Two
well-known techniques are mining frequent itemsets and frequent subsequence mining. In frequent itemset
mining, patterns emerge as co-occurring sets of items (itemsets). These techniques process the source code
as transactions, with lower-level elements as items. Transactions may be classes or components, and items
may be individual code statements (e.g., [24]). Frequent itemsets may need to be manually rechecked to
assess the similarity to items. In CloneMiner [6], items are code clones found by string-matching algorithms,
and patterns identify higher-level code clones across directories and packages.

Frequent subsequence mining also identifies co-occurring items, but takes the order of items into account.
For example, CP-Miner [15] detects identical code. Mined frequent subsequences may be syntactically similar
but not duplicated code, again requiring manual inspection by the developer.

Graph Mining Techniques

Graph mining techniques process source code into a graph representation to identify frequent and meaningful
subgraphs. One common graph representation is the abstract syntax tree (AST). Using an AST, mined sub-
graphs preserve the code’s structure, which is fundamental to frequent pattern mining techniques. For
example, CloneDR [7] compares graph subtrees and calculates their similarity. A calculated similarity above
a predefined threshold marks subgraphs as belonging to the same clone. FREQTALS [17] creates fewer
clusters by adding constraints on each mined cluster, including a minimum number of occurrences, elements,
and types of elements.

Another common representation is the dependency graph, or equivalently, the dependency matrix. One
technique first computes a procedure dependence graph, representing method calls with callers and callees,
extracting patterns which developers then review, edit, and approve to record as design rules [8]. The
last step may be partially automated for rules specifying the validity of method arguments, validity and
processing of method call outputs, and method call chains [22].
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Metric-Based Techniques

In metric-based approaches, a metric is first computed for code fragments, which are then compared based
on their values [19]. For example, in DECKARD [12] the structural information of the AST is approximated
by counting the occurrence of important code elements in the AST and stored as ‘characteristic vectors’. The
tool then clusters code fragments based on the similarity scores between their vectors to extract patterns.

Machine Learning Approaches

Many techniques have applied machine-learning approaches and probabilistic models of the code to mine
frequent patterns in code. For example, HAGGIGS assesses the quality of detected idioms by creating models
and analyzes their measured values [3].

Related Surveys. Prior work has surveyed techniques for detecting code clones (e.g., [19, 20]), intro-
ducing a classification we apply in this survey, as well as pattern mining techniques employing probabilistic
models of source code [2].

2 Mining Design Patterns

Design pattern mining tools identify design pattern implementations in code by identifying matches to a
predefined template describing code’s structure and behavior. These tools differ from tools which infer
design rules by looking for matches to a predefined template rather than inferring patterns from examples.
Design pattern detection tools vary along several dimensions [10, 1]. To search for patterns, tools often
transform source code into intermediate representations, such as an AST or dependency graph. Design
patterns may be differentiated through specific behavioral, structural, and semantic properties. Tools vary
in their choice of which subset of properties to match and their resulting accuracy. Approaches include
database queries, metric-based, graph mining, and miscellaneous approaches [1].

Database Query Approaches

Database query approaches transform the source code into an intermediate representation, such as an AST.
As discussed above, compared to using source code, intermediate representations simplify search. For exam-
ple, database queries may be used to extract relationships among elements and annotations to describe the
semantics of code [18].

Metric-based Approaches

Metric-based approaches calculate metrics from the source code and compare these to metric-based defini-
tions of design patterns. Metrics may include the number of public, private and protected attributes; the
number of public, private and protected methods; and the number of relations in which the class is involved
(associations, aggregations, and inheritance) [4].

Graph Mining Approaches

In graph mining approaches, the source code and design patterns are transformed into a graph representation
such as an Abstract Semantic Graph [5, 16] or dependency matrix [23, 9] to represent their structural and
behavioral properties. For example, DP-Miner [9] builds a matrix to represent the relationship between
each pair of classes. The value of matrix cells corresponds to the structural properties of the classes, such
as generalization or aggregation. The tool matches the built matrix with design pattern matrices to find
candidate design patterns. DP-Miner then checks the behavior of candidate patterns using control flow
graphs and checks the semantics of the candidate patterns by analyzing the naming conventions, comments,
and documentation. Another technique considers design patterns as directed dependency graphs between
classes, merging sub-patterns and checking candidates by analyzing method signatures against a design
pattern template [26].
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Miscellaneous Approaches

Several other approaches have also explored techniques for reverse engineering design rules. One example is
Pat [14], which identifies five structural design patterns by mapping C++ header files and the patterns to a
Prolog representation as ‘facts’ and ‘rules’. It then executes queries to find matches. PINOT [21] statically
analyzes inter-class relationships to identify structural design patterns, such as Bridge and Proxy, and applies
inter-class and data flow analysis to detect behavioral design patterns, such as Singleton and Factory.

Related Surveys. Dong et al. [10] categorize design pattern detection tools along six dimensions,
including the characteristics of patterns checked by tools (structural, behavioral, or semantic), the interme-
diate representation, and the accuracy of matching the pattern to code (exact or approximate). Our survey
focuses on different dimensions. Other work surveyed 34 papers published from 1996 to 2015 to create a
classification of design pattern detection tools [1], which we adopt in this survey.
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Figure 1: Static analysis tools, such as FindBugs [11], identify statements violating rules, and may also offer
text explaining the rationale for the rule (bottom right).

Figure 2: Many static analysis tools, such as PMD, are extensible and support writing project-specific rules.
In PMD, design rules can be written as XPath queries with a description describing the rationale.
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Figure 3: SEURAT Architecture [25] enables creating a catalog of design patterns.
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